
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THESIS STATEMENT

Thesis Statements: Intellectual property rights should be respected and defended with strong laws and punishments
enforced by the government. -or-.

But slowly information and energy are replacing them as wealth creating assets. What are the main arguments
for and against such an approach? Your thesis and publications If your thesis contains confidential
information, you will still be entitled to submit your thesis for examination. Phytopharm developed a new cure
against obesity on the basis of P 57 and took out a patent for this application of the molecule. This knowledge
has been passed on within the indigenous community for many generations. There are many forms of
intellectual property that exist ranging from artistic sides to mechanical sides and etc. Many factors have
probed interest in this area of the law. This could include ideas, names, designs, symbols, artwork, writings,
and other creations. Compared with this, the implementation of certain safeguards in patent application
proceedings offers a good protection mechanism. Compared with this, the implementation of safeguards
within patent application proceedings seems to be more appropriate and effective. Under the intellectual
property law, owners are given exclusive rights to an assortment of elusive possessions, such as literary,
musical and artistic works; inventions and discoveries; and phrases words designs and symbols. Intellectual
property falls under the category of property known as intangible rights, which includes patents inventions of
processes, machines, manufactures, and compositions of matter , copyrights original artistic and literary works
of , trademarks commercial symbols , and trade secrets product formulas, patterns, designs. IPR provides
certain exclusive rights to the innovator of the property, in order to empower them to reap business advantages
from their creative efforts or notoriety. Copyrights are a form of intellectual property, and the concepts of
piracy and plagiarism threatens the viability and integrity of both. Several of these solutions will be presented
and discussed in this essay. Ipaustralia, Therefore, as expressed in the week three lecture, IP signifies the
ownership of ones intangible and non-physical goods. Where coursework relates to a Sponsored Project, the
University is entitled to an exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable, royalty-free, fee-free, worldwide licence to use
the results of and copyright in such coursework for the University's purposes, including commercialisation and
the filing of patent applications. Intellectual property is an umbrella term that covers copyright, patents,
trademarks, designs, and confidentiality and trade secrets. It appears that the already existing means of
intellectual property protection are not suitable for traditional knowledge. IP is literary and artistic works.
Many of these terms cover physical objects, however it is the idea behind them that counts and needs to be
protected. This is approximately three times higher than the average annual growth rate of global economy
which is 3. In this way it is possible to balance the conflicting interests and respond specifically to the arising
needs of indigenous communities. The more these organizations reach out to inform others that intellectual
property protection is imperative, the more minds will be had in building ideas for a better tomorrow. Example
law insert quote here.


